
Role Documentation for Admissions
AD Summary View  --  View-only access to prospect and applicant summary screens (CU modification) 

AD General  --  View of BioDemo information, Applicant, Prospect, Events, External Organizations, Recruiters.  May also Update/Display 3C's information 
if row-level security has been granted.  Used by those interested in undergraduates 

AD Processor   Display-only access to Events, Recruiter information, and primary External Org data; able to update BioDemo information, add and -- 
update 3C's, Prospect Data, Applicant Data, External Org secondary school data, and Standardized test scores data.  Can also run Comm Load. 

AD College Processor  --  Allows prospect and applicant update, comm load, add/update communications, view-only of checklists.

AD Grad Field Asst   --  Role created for Grad Fields allows view-only to prospect and applicant, but may allow update of 3C's if (was AD Grad General)
row-level security has been granted. 
 

AD Grad Processor  --  Electronic application & communication loads;  Adding / Updating applicant data, Prospect data and 3C's;  Correcting External 
Org information;  Deleting prospects. 

AD 189 Staging Table  --  Allows access to the staging tables for electronic application loads, and is assigned to users who reconcile eApp 
loads.  (Limited) 

AD Admissions Decision  --  Role created for application  processors in the colleges who enter their own admission decisions.  Only allows decision 
entry.  (Limited) 

AD Admissions Processor Lead  --  Add/Update access to 3C's, Test Score and Recruiter information, ability to delete Prospects, correct Applicant data, 
and process Test Loads.  Can correct data on Prospects, Applicants, BioDemo, Events, and External Organizations.  Can also create and run 
transactional queries, Comm Load and Checklist Load. (Limited) 

AD Batch Processor  --  IT-centric processes for UAO.  Loads applications, prospects, test scores.  Can process Comm Loads and Checklist Loads, 
assign Recruitment Categories and assign regions to Prospects.  Views application data and 3Cs;  runs transactional queries.  (Limited) 

AD CIT Production Control  --  Role created for CIT that allows calculation of the Academic Index, Assignment of  Regions to Prospects, loading 
electronic applications, and communication loads.

AD EmplID Delete  --  Allows deletion of EMPLIDs  (Limited) 

AD Evaluator  --  Allows access to application evaluation pages, running the app eval process, and running transactional queries. 

AD Matric processor  --  Application loading for matric careers;  Also allows updating of Bio/Demo data and viewing transactional queries.  (Limited) 

AD Org Data Correct  --  Allows correction of Org Data (Limited) 

AD Query View  --  Allows running transactional (PS) queries 

AD Recruit Category  --  Role created for State Programs Office that allows them to assign recruiting categories (Limited) 

AD Recruiting Administration  --  Similar to the AD Processor role, with additional update/display access to Recruiter data and recruitment category 
data; 

AD Self Service View  --  Role created for FASE staff to view PS-delivered Student Services pages.

AD Setup Tables  --  For updating setup table data in PS  (Limited) 

  --  Allows querying against SDM application tables SXR-Adm-Applicant-Models

SXR-Adm-Applicant-Reports  --  Access to existing Admissions Application reports in SDM 

SXR-Adm-Recruitment-Models  --  Allows querying against SDM admissions prospect tables 

SXR-Adm-Recruitment-Reports  --  Access to existing Prospect reports in SDM 

SXR-Campus-Comm-Core-Models --  Access to Campus Community (address, name, phone, etc) thru SDM
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